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The simple things can be the hardest. Count up to eight. Count down from 

eight.  In the ringing chamber of St. Mary le Tower, rope in hand, I 

focused on keeping count. My back ached and I convinced myself the 

blisters on my hands had opened. It didn’t matter if they had, it was 

more important I kept going.  Then George smiled and signalled, three 

minutes to go. 

 

Two years earlier the oldest ring of bells in the world were being 

rehung at the church of St. Lawrence in the heart of Ipswich. I stopped 

one morning, stared up at the tower and listened. “Do you ring?” asked a 

kind voice. It was an invitation I took up, climbing ancient spiral 

steps that were smoothed down to rounded blobs. I sat and watched. How 

hard could it be? Months on I would wonder, have I ever struggled this 

much with anything? 

 

East Anglia is stippled with church bells. I never noticed before and 

certainly never considered the guild members, well-practiced in their 

craft, concentrating on the rhythm and striking of the bells. I joined 



the ranks. My Tower Captain and I had an arrangement. I would arrive 

fifteen minutes early to St. Mary le Tower where I’d cut my teeth on 

handling and control. The force of the pull, the coordination with the 

rope, finding the balance point of a thousand kilo bell and more all go 

into making it chime. Calm teaching and patience saw my fumblings 

through to confident handling. Ringing rounds, each bell chimes in 

order, repeating the pattern to establish the speed and rhythm. It’s the 

start and finish to every tune. Like a child eying up the motion of a 

jump rope, timing is key to get off to a perfect start. As the tune 

comes round to finish, it can feel like the signal to breathe again. 

 

The pinnacle of ringing is a peal. Swapping the order of the notes more 

than 5,000 times, it can take just over three hours. Various Peal Boards 

adorn the ringing room, some a few hundred years old. The photographs of 

old bearded Suffolk bois from days gone stare with a critical eye. I 

stand in their place, ringing as they once did. Now is not the time to 

daydream. A lapse of concentration stops everything and nullifies the 

peal. There’s no continuing, no halfway medal. Keep count and carry on. 

 

Three minutes to go, then two and a spirited call of “rounds” meant it 

was time to breathe again. One peal under my belt, a round in at the 

pub, and tales of peals from the longtooths like George, the most 

decorated ringer, saw the night out. 

 

Taking hold of their ropes on Sunday mornings, practice nights and open 

tower days, ringers are ever diligent to do their best. Continuing a 

tradition learnt through trial, they are at the heart of East Anglia, 

providing the perfect sound to accompany the beauty of the countryside.  

 

 


